IGNITING INTEGRATED INNOVATION
WHAT WE DO

Igniting Integrated Innovation
Thrive on is a socio-economic development think tank that works to radically
create a more interconnected, ecological way of living through research,
education, and innovative community projects.
We envision humanity functioning within a thriving, sustainable ecosystem —
one with nature and each other.
WHY DO WE DO IT

To Heal Humanity
While developing economies are imperative to the survival of every species,
the way we have developed economies and societies around them, have led
humanity, and many other species, to the brink of survival. Thus far we have
thought in terms of “systems,” it is now time to think in terms of
“ecosystems.”1
We are a think tank dedicated to advancing ecosystemic socio-economic
thought and ushering humanity in that direction.
OUR PILLARS

Research • Education • Innovative Community Projects
research findings that expand our
conception of social coordination
and collaboration
equipping the transformative
architects of tomorrow through
experiential, exploratory education
bottom-up development of
innovative community projects
upheld by cooperative values and
practise
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interdependence and coevolution of human economies and natural ecosystems, both inter temporally and spatially

IGNITING INTEGRATED INNOVATION

OUR SPECIAL SAUCE

You
The only way we are able to develop a society that thrives, is with your
partnership and participation. Systems are separate, ecosystems are
interconnected. By working together and learning from each other, we can
make each individual move, a movement.
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